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ABSTRACT
Commonly used identifiers for IEEE 802.11 access points
(APs), such as network name (SSID), MAC (BSSID), or
IP address can be trivially spoofed. Impersonating existing
APs with faked ones to attract their traffic is referred to in
the literature as the evil twin attack. It allows an attacker
with little effort and expenditure to fake a genuine AP and
intercept, collect, or alter (potentially even encrypted) data.
Due to its severity, the topic has gained remarkable research
interest in the past decade. In this paper, we introduce a
differentiated attacker model to express the attack in all its
facets. We propose a taxonomy for classifying and struc-
turing countermeasures and apply it to existing approaches.
We are the first to conduct a comprehensive survey in this
domain to reveal the potential and the limits of state-of-
the-art solutions. Our study discloses an important attack
scenario which has not been addressed so far, i.e., the usage
of specialized software to mount the attack. We propose and
experimentally validate a novel method to detect evil twin
APs operated by software within a few seconds.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.0 [COMPUTER-COMMUNICATION
NETWORKS]: General—Security and protection; C.2.3
[COMPUTER-COMMUNICATION NETWORKS]:
Network Operations—Public networks

Keywords
Evil Twin Attack; Security; Wireless Access Point; Fake
Access Point; 802.11; Survey; Rogue Access Point; Software-
based Access Point
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, Internet usage shifted from stationary to

mobile devices such as laptops, tablets, or smartphones with
a wireless connection to the network. Nowadays, people are
used to being online all the time, independent of their lo-
cation. Wi-Fi access points offer fast and cost-effective In-
ternet connectivity. They are available almost everywhere:
in offices, on university campuses, and in public places such
as cafés, shopping malls, hotels, or airports. Although mo-
bile cellular networks (e. g., 3G) have gained an increasing
influence, the importance of Wi-Fi networks remains cru-
cial. Generally, they provide faster connectivity, offer ser-
vice whenever mobile networks are unavailable, overloaded,
or overpriced (e. g., in roaming). They are indispensable for
devices that do not have hardware to access mobile cellular
networks, e. g., laptops or many tablets.

The only identifiers provided by the IEEE 802.11 standard
for a user to verify the authenticity of an Access Point (AP)
are its network name (SSID) and its MAC address (BSSID).
Since these can easily be spoofed, an attacker can fake an AP
without the user being able to notice. Commonly, this attack
is referred to as the evil twin attack but other terminology
is also used, such as rogue AP or spoofed AP.

Once a user has inadvertently connected to a spoofed AP,
the attacker can mount various attacks, including intercep-
tion, collection, or manipulation of transmitted data. This
remains possible even if the user explicitly uses encryption,
e. g., by enabling SSL. Since the attacker has already estab-
lished his AP as intermediary, he can easily act as a man in
the middle. Nowadays, this does not require special skills,
as deployable tools such as SSLstrip1 (which transparently
removes SSL encryption) and BurpProxy2 (which can create
faked certificates on the fly) are freely available and easy to
use. Given that most users incautiously accept unsigned
or wrongly-signed SSL certificates [25, 6], malicious APs
are able to conduct man-in-the-middle attacks on encrypted
traffic (i. e., can read and modify the data) and to hijack
sessions.

The danger of the described attacks arises from their sim-
plicity: all common mobile operating systems including An-

1http://www.thoughtcrime.org/software/sslstrip/
2http://portswigger.net/burp/proxy.html



droid and iOS are capable of creating a wireless AP. Hence,
this process can be performed directly from smartphones,
without attracting the attention of anybody in the vicinity.
Additionally, fully-automated tools are available that are
capable of spoofing APs, e. g., rfakeap3, or the aircrack-ng4

suite.
Due to its severity, the attack has gained a remarkable

amount of interest in the media and research community,
and much work has been done on solving the problem. Nev-
ertheless, the papers in this area do not follow a consistent
direction. Most only target particular aspects of the attack
and do not solve the problem as a whole. The solutions
proposed so far have different limitations regarding require-
ments, ease of deployment, attacker model, and detection
efficacy. Moreover, there is no consistent terminology or
classification, hence, central concepts such as fingerprinting
and fake detection are mistakenly confused. This makes ex-
isting work difficult to compare.

Contribution
Our contribution is twofold:
(i) We provide a clear definition of different attack scenarios
for evil twin attacks in 802.11 network environments. We
then define a taxonomy for existing countermeasures. We
apply our taxonomy to classify proposed solutions and re-
veal what can already be achieved, what differences between
the solutions exist, and what limitations remain. We show
which problems are still unsolved to point researchers to fu-
ture research directions and to enable them to integrate their
work into this complex field. Our survey discloses several
facets of the evil twin attack for which no reliable protec-
tion exists.
(ii) We tackle an important issue raised by the survey, i.e.,
the likely scenario in which an attacker utilizes sophisticated
software tools to mount the attack, in particular, the popu-
lar aircrack-ng suite. We propose a novel method to detect
evil twins set up using such software which exploits accuracy
flaws that are introduced through the required emulation of
hardware behavior. We experimentally validate that this
method reliably separates software access points from gen-
uine hardware APs.

2. ATTACK SCENARIOS
To overcome inconsistencies regarding terminology in re-

lated work we recapitulate the most commonly used defini-
tions: an evil twin is a hard- or software-based 802.11 AP
that spoofs the identity of a legitimate AP by cloning its
characteristics in order to trap a user to hijack his connec-
tion. The terms evil twin, rogue AP, spoofed AP and fake
AP are used synonymously in the related work. Apart from
this, the term rogue AP is also often used to describe the
setup and integration of an AP without permission in an
enterprise network, leading to a different type of threat. In
order to avoid confusion we will refer to this scenario as an
unauthorized AP in the following.

For the evil twin attack we propose to differentiate the
following scenarios:
1. Replacement: The legitimate AP is switched off and
replaced by the evil twin at the same location.
2. Coexistence: Both legitimate AP and evil twin coexist

3http://rfakeap.tuxfamily.org/
4http://www.aircrack-ng.org/

at the same location. The Fake AP tries to capture users,
e.g., by providing a higher signal strength. Furthermore, we
distinguish between evil twins with (a) their own Internet
connection and (b) routing via the legitimate AP.
3. Remote clone: The evil twin is set up at a different
location. If a profile for the legitimate AP exists, the client
device will automatically connect to the faked AP.
4. Ad hoc clone: The attacker listens for probe requests,
which clients use to probe for networks which they have used
in the past. He then provides an evil twin matching one of
the requested profiles. This can be done, e.g., using airbase-
ng (see Section 5).

We explicitly do not consider the situation where the at-
tacker takes over the legitimate AP and routes its traffic via
his own device/network (physical intrusion into the system).

3. CLASSIFICATION OF
COUNTERMEASURES

Existing solutions to protect against the evil twin attack
differ both concerning which of the attack scenarios they
aim to detect, and in whether they rely on special hardware
or protocol modifications, whether they can be detected and
so on. We identify and propose the following categories for
classification:
Device fingerprinting vs. evil twin detection: A device
fingerprint is a set of (remotely observable) attributes that
is as unique as possible to an AP. In contrast, a method for
evil twin detection merely makes it possible to distinguish
between the scenario where an attacker is mounting the at-
tack and the legitimate network. Obviously, a fingerprinting
method is implicitly an evil twin detection method but not
vice versa.
Single-AP vs. Group-of-APs: While a single-AP ap-
proach treats an AP as isolated device, a group-of-AP method
includes additional devices in the evaluation, e.g., the set of
simultaneously-reachable APs.
Client vs. Operator: Either the client tries to detect
whether he is connecting to a (potential) evil twin, or the
network operator runs a system to detect evil twins within
his administrative domain.
Active vs. passive detection: Active methods interact
with an AP, e.g., by sending packets, while passive methods
just observe traffic. Hence, in general, active methods can
be detected, may require cooperation of the AP and may
interfere with regular communication while passive methods
by design exhibit none of these drawbacks.
Commodity vs. specialized hardware: For certain meth-
ods (e.g., radio frequency fingerprinting), specialized hard-
ware (such as a dedicated radio device) is essential, while
other methods operate on unmodified commodity hardware
such as laptops or smartphones.
With vs. without deviation from standard protocols
by AP: Several methods require the standard protocols im-
plemented in 802.11 APs to be modified or extended, e.g.,
to enable additional cryptographic primitives or to provide
additional parameters used for identification.
Single-entity vs. group-based: A single-entity method
can be performed by one client device while a group-based
method requires anything from one additional collaborating
device (e.g., a second laptop/smartphone to perform mea-
surements) up to a large set (e.g., in a crowd-sourced ap-
proach).



Software- vs. hardware-based AP: Since most commonly
the evil twin attack is performed by software (e.g., airbase-
ng), countermeasures could exploit this fact by investigating
software-specific characteristics to identify such attacks.
Ad hoc vs. pre-gathered information: Most methods
require pre-gathered information (e.g., a fingerprint of an
AP), whereas a few provide solutions in environments that
have not been recorded before.

In summary, the perfect protection method against the
evil twin attack would allow unique remote device finger-
printing for single APs, be passive, operate on unmodified
commodity hardware, would not require any protocol mod-
ification and can be performed by a single entity. Unfor-
tunately, so far no solution meeting all these requirements
exists. Therefore, in the following, we will analyze existing
countermeasures with respect to our proposed taxonomy to
reveal what trade-offs must be accepted and which directions
offer potential for further research.

4. SOLUTIONS

In this section we first describe existing out-of-the-box
solutions such as Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA), 802.1X,
Virtual Private Networks (VPN), and web-based authenti-
cation to show why they are not appropriate for protecting
against evil twin attacks. We then direct our focus on meth-
ods proposed by the research community in the past years
and thoroughly analyze them.

WPA-Personal (PSK) / 802.11i: For WPA(2), a pre-
shared key (PSK) is established to encrypt traffic between
client and AP. Such a mechanism can only protect against
the evil twin attack if the PSK is concealed from the at-
tacker. Note, however, that in the case of public hotspots
the PSK has to be distributed to users by some means or
another, e.g., printed on a receipt. Therefore, the attacker
can acquire the key in the same way as regular customers
would do – and mount the attack unimpeded.

WPA(2)-Enterprise / 802.1X: In a WPA-Enterprise
setup, the wireless AP acts as authenticator between a client
(called supplicant) and an authentication server using Re-
mote Authentication Dial In User Service (RADIUS) [12]
and the Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP). In the
most commonly used standards, EAP-MSCHAPv2 and EAP-
TLS, a CA certificate should be used by clients to authenti-
cate the server before submitting credentials. Theoretically,
evil twin attacks are rendered impossible by this setup since
the attacker cannot trivially fake the authentication server,
as it is protected by strong cryptographic means. Never-
theless, this solution has a major weakness in practice: the
mechanism has to be carefully set up and maintained by the
operator and operators of public hotspots in particular have
no incentive to provide such a service. Moreover, the key
component of the authentication process, i.e., the validation
of the server certificate by the client, is optional. If this is
not done carefully by the user (i.e., the certificate check is
activated and the user rejects the connection on seeing a
certificate warning) it is possible to fake the authentication
server, e.g., by harvesting and cracking handshakes [19, 20].

Web-based authentication: Public hotspots deployed
in hotels, cafés, or at airports commonly provide web-based
authentication. Usually, the first connection initiated by the
user is redirected to a captive portal, a website hosted by the
operator that provides a disclaimer and requests credentials

(or credit card information) for accounting. However, the
attacker can simply clone such a page and in addition collect
information entered by the user into such a web-based form
(e.g., credit card number) for further misuse. Note that
this task can in fact be automated using, e.g., airsnarf 5.
The goal of a web-based authentication at hotspots is to
authenticate the user and not the hotspot or its provider.
Hence, this method does not provide any security at all for
the user with respect to the evil twin attack.

Virtual Private Networks (VPN): Whenever there
is a need to connect to the Internet through a potentially
untrustworthy operator, VPNs appear on the scene. Never-
theless, the protection provided is not satisfactory, especially
in operating systems for mobile devices (e.g., Android, iOS).
Besides certificate-based attacks such as those on SSL, it is
possible for the attacker to terminate the VPN session (e.g.,
by dropping management packets) such that the connection
falls back to plain mode – typically without an explicit no-
tification to the user.

Since the described solutions fail to protect the user against
evil twins, a variety of approaches has been proposed by the
research community. In the following we apply our proposed
classification regarding the attack (see Section 2) and the
countermeasures (see Section 3) to the related work. We
focus on approaches that target either the specific detec-
tion of the evil twin attack or remote device fingerprinting
(which, if possible, can be directly used to detect evil twins).
Hence, we disregard approaches that only solve a minor part
of these problems such as [7], where only the device driver
or [8], where only the device type is fingerprinted and not
the unique device (i.e., two devices of the same series get
the same fingerprint). Methods for detecting unauthorized
access points that do not clone the identities of existing ones
(see Section 2) are out of scope of this paper.

An overview on the relevant related work is presented in
Table 1. We divide the approaches into three major cat-
egories, those requiring Protocol Modifications, performing
Hardware Fingerprinting and Non-Hardware based meth-
ods. We subcategorize whenever appropriate and reason-
able.

4.1 Protocol Modifications
We identified two methods that propose a protection against

the evil twin attack by modifying deployed protocols: Secure
Open Wireless Access (SOWA) [5] and Simple Wireless Au-
thentication Technique (EAP-SWAT) [2, 9]. These methods
transfer well-known concepts such as SSL or SSH to the
802.11 scenario. In SOWA, SSIDs are unique domain-like
strings that are tied to a certificate in a manner similar to
SSL/TLS by a Certification Authority (CA). These can au-
thenticate the operator of an AP. EAP-SWAT adapts the
trust-on-first-use behavior of SSH connections. If the trust
relationship can be ensured for the first connection to an
AP, the authenticity of the AP can be guaranteed for all fol-
lowing connections with the help of certificates. Since both
methods rely on adapted protocols, they cannot easily be
deployed as the drivers and firmware of all the clients and
APs need to be changed.

4.2 Hardware Fingerprinting
The second class focuses on hardware characteristics to

uniquely identify the specific device on which an 802.11 AP

5http://airsnarf.shmoo.com/



Table 1: Overview on different approaches protecting against the evil twin attack
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p RTT-to-DNS-Serverb (2009) [10] C D S A C N S C I n.a. 2

ETSnifferb (Multi-hop-detection) (2010) [24] C D S A C N S C A TPR=.99 FPR=.1 n.a.

WiFiHopb (Watermark detection) (2011) [18] C D S A C N S C A TPR=.98 FPR=.001 n.a.

Multiple Signal Detectionb (2012) [14] C D G P C N S C A TPR=.99 FPR=.001 n.a.

D
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e Authentication timing + SVMc (2006) [23] * F S A C N G C I 86% 5

Active Behavioral Fingerprinting (2008) [3] * F S A C N S C I n.a. 5

Histogram of frame arrival times (2012) [21] * F S P C N S C I TPR=.566 FPR=.1 188

E
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v
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Centralized hybrid monitoringc (2008) [17] * D S A C Y S O I n.a. n.a.

Context Leashing (2008) [2, 9] E D G P C N S C I TPR=.82 FPR=.1 n.a.
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Radio Frequency Fingerprinting (2008) [4, 22] * F S P S N S C I 99% 130

C
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w Clock Skewd (2008) [13] * F S P C N S O I n.a. 41

Clock Skewd (2010) [1] * F S P C N S C I n.a. 2

Clock Skew (2012) [16] * F S P C N S C I n.a. 388

Clock Skew+Temperature (2014) [15] * D G P C N S/C C I TPR=.9 FPR=.1 12

a
TPR/FPR: True/False Positive Rate

b
Evil hop methods assume that the faked AP has a wireless connection to the legitimate AP

c
Requires additional monitoring device

d
Requires modified driver

is implemented. Hence, the approaches described here rely
on a central authority to collect/manage fingerprints. This
constitutes a single point of failure/trust. Within this cate-
gory, we differentiate between Radio Frequency Fingerprint-
ing (RFF) and clock skew methods.

RFF-based methods aim to identify radiometric signal
properties of wireless devices either in the waveform or the
modulation domain. We omit a detailed description here
and include two representative examples in Table 1. Al-
though such methods can achieve extremely high precision
in evil twin detection, they all exhibit a critical limitation:
they rely on dedicated specialized hardware for measure-
ment and thus cannot be performed by regular devices such
as laptops or smartphones.

Several approaches utilize an unavoidable physical phe-
nomenon called clock skew which causes crystal oscillator-
based clocks to have tiny yet observable deviations in speed.
Clock skew fingerprinting was introduced in the 802.11 do-
main by Jana and Kasera [13] by extracting Timing Synchro-
nization Function (TSF) timestamps from beacon frames,
and improved by Arackaparambil et al. [1]. These methods
were rather experimental and not practically feasible due

to severe limitations (modified drivers required and finger-
prints are not reproducible between different fingerprinting
devices). Moreover, the studies were conducted on a small
set of devices. Therefore, our own work thoroughly investi-
gated the practicability of TSF clock skew-based fingerprint-
ing. We were the first to propose a lightweight fingerprinter-
independent method for measuring TSF clock skews with
unmodified commodity hard- and software with arbitrary
precision and to analyze its effectiveness for 388 APs ‘in the
wild’ [16]. Our evaluation revealed that TSF clock skews do
not provide enough information content to uniquely identify
802.11 APs. We enhanced the methodology by combining
clock skew with device-intrinsic temperature-dependency [15].
This led to a method that detects evil twins with high proba-
bility if (a) at least 2 different APs are receivable in the same
area and (b) this set has been observed for an appropriate
duration. Although this approach satisfies most crucial re-
quirements (i.e., it is passive, detects all attack types and
does not need any modifications to the AP’s deployment)
the results were produced in a laboratory environment and
lack a large-scale evaluation.



4.3 Non-Hardware based Identification
In the third class we include all approaches that investi-

gate the behavior of devices, certain network properties or
the environment of an AP in order to detect an evil twin.

One set of methods, which we call evil hop detection, aims
to establish whether the presence of an evil twin introduces
an additional wireless hop on each route. All these meth-
ods assume that the faked AP has a wireless connection
to the legitimate AP in order to offer its Internet connec-
tion to clients. The goal is to detect this extra hop on the
path. In [10] this is achieved by measuring the RTT to a
local DNS server, assuming the faked AP is also relaying
DNS queries to it. Song et al. [24] modify the client’s driver
and measure the inter-packet arrival time to reliably distin-
guish between a one-hop and a two-hop wireless channel.
However, a legitimate hotspot connected via a wireless link
with the Internet would also be classified as evil twin by
this method. Mónica and Riberio propose a method called
WiFiHop [18]. They actively induce watermarked packets
in order to detect whether these are relayed on a different
wireless channel. Note that this approach and the approach
of Song et. al work ad hoc, i.e., without access to any pre-
gathered information. The authors of [14] assume that the
attacker is running several SSIDs on the same device and
try to detect this by correlating received signal strengths.
Although all mentioned approaches for evil hop detection
claim to achieve a very high detection accuracy in terms
of the true positive rate (see Table 1), the practical use of
these methods is very limited as they solve only a part of
the problem: they only detect the coexistence of an evil twin
in situations where the faked AP routes traffic through the
legitimate AP (i.e., scenario 2(b) in our attacker model, see
Section 2), is connected via a wireless link to the Internet
(which is not necessary a sign of a faked AP), or work in
the situations where the attacker runs several SSIDs on the
same device (which is also not always a sign of a faked AP).

The second group of non-hardware-based approaches at-
tempts to fingerprint behavioral characteristics of the AP.
Sieka [23] evaluates precise measurements of timings related
to the authentication procedure and trains a Support Vec-
tor Machine (SVM) to recognize these fingerprints. The
approach achieves an accuracy of 86% but is evaluated only
for a non-representative dataset of 5 APs. Moreover, this
technique requires a second device for monitoring all au-
thentication sequences. A similar method is evaluated by
Neumann et al. [21]. The authors use frame inter-arrival
times as a feature for a histogram-based classifier that can
be operated by single entities. On a more representative
dataset of 188 APs their detection rate drops to 50-60%.
Such a rate is insufficient for practical purposes. Bratus
et al. [3] propose active behavioral fingerprinting, a tech-
nique inspired by TCP/IP stack fingerprinting as performed
by tools like nmap. It utilizes malformed stimuli-response,
i.e., how devices react to manipulated or fragmented frames
such as probe requests. Though these methods may interfere
with regular communication, we see remarkable potential in
such a method, particularly for identifying characteristics of
software-based APs. Still, a thorough evaluation has not
been conducted so far.

The last set of approaches does not focus on the AP as
an isolated device but rather on its environment, i.e., the
group of simultaneously-reachable APs. Gonzales et al. [9]
propose context-leashing. A context is defined as a set of

tuples containing SSID and RSSI for all APs visible from
a certain location. An AP is considered suspicious when
its context has significantly changed. Recalling our attacker
model (Section 2), such a method can only work for the
remote clone scenario, i.e., when the attacker sets up the
evil twin at a different location from the legitimate AP. In
[17], a hybrid framework is introduced. It consists of sev-
eral components that fulfill different tasks, both centralized
and distributed. A frame collector continuously investigates
the traffic, searching for anomalies, while a detection mod-
ule also performs active probing of devices. Note that in
this monitoring framework, the evil twin attack is only one
possibility that can be detected among various other threats
such as improperly configured devices. Moreover, the whole
mechanism involves significant additional efforts for network
operators and cannot be performed by single clients.

As our analysis reveals, none of the existing approaches
explicitly deals with attack scenario 4 (ad hoc clone). Ad-
ditionally, the methods do not exploit the fact that an evil
twin is commonly set up using software tools. We see a
remarkable necessity to analyze and detect such a case. It
is likely that an attacker will not expend additional effort
to replace or clone a legitimate AP with a physical 802.11
hardware device if he is equipped with a piece of software
that is capable of doing the same. Besides the lower ef-
fort, using software on a mobile device is obviously creating
less attention, thereby, reducing the risk for the attacker
of being discovered and sentenced. We expect such a tool
to leak additional information or to show distinct charac-
teristics compared to hardware access points that enable a
thorough detection. To the best of our knowledge, we are
the first to propose a method for the explicit detection of
software-based evil twin attacks.

5. FILLING THE GAP:
DETECTION OF SOFTWARE APS

In this section we propose and experimentally evaluate a
novel method for detecting the evil twin attack in the likely
scenario that the attacker sets up the fake AP with software
running on his mobile device, e.g., a laptop. We focus our
evaluation on the aircrack-ng suite. This is a set of actively
developed and maintained tools which implement a variety
of known attacks. It is used for auditing the security of
802.11 networks. aircrack-ng contains, among others, a tool
called airbase-ng that is intended to act as software-based
AP aiming at attacking clients in particular. It is able to act
as fully operational access point, to manipulate and resend
packets, to capture WPA(2) handshakes (see Section 4) and
it implements a strategy that we defined as ad hoc clone at-
tack (see Section 2). Finally, running on a variety of different
Wi-Fi chipsets and being available as Live-CD6, aircrack-ng
can be considered as the ultimate, fully-featured toolbox
that attackers could use out-of-the-box to mount all vari-
ants of the evil twin attack. To the best of our knowledge,
it is the only available software to automate this task. Sev-
eral other known tools, such as karmetasploit7 or Katalina8

implement additional components to exploit client vulnera-

6aircrack-ng is also part of the popular penetration testing
operating systems Backtrack Linux and Kali Linux
7http://www.wirelessdefence.org/Contents/
karmetasploit.htm
8https://github.com/kussic/Katalina



bilities or to facilitate the operation of evil twins, but are
internally based on airbase-ng .

For detecting such an attack, we strive to extrapolate a
characteristic that uniquely distinguishes an AP operated
with airbase-ng from one running on dedicated hardware.
Concretely, we exploit the fact, that when software needs
to emulate the operational behavior of hardware, it is prone
to a loss of accuracy due to processing delays. More specifi-
cally, we will explain why airbase-ng fails to perfectly imitate
a hardware AP regarding the accuracy of Timing Synchro-
nization Function (TSF) timestamps in beacon frames and
we will present a method how to detect this.

In an 802.11 network in infrastructure mode, the access
point serves as timing master for all associated stations. To
this end, all stations maintain a TSF timer with microsec-
ond granularity and a modulus of 264. The AP periodically
(typically every 100ms) sends beacon frames containing a
timestamp of its TSF timer and all stations update their
local TSF timer to the value in a received beacon when-
ever this value is later than their local TSF timer. Thus,
all timers within a basic service set are synchronized to that
of the AP. Since TSF is used for high-precision operations
such as synchronized hopping of frequencies or power man-
agement, the 802.11 standard specifies very strict accuracy
requirements. In detail, an AP should set a beacon frame’s
timestamp field such that it equals the value of the AP’s
TSF timer at exactly that moment, when the data symbol
containing the first bit of the timestamp is transmitted to
the physical layer considering even minuscule delays caused,
e.g., by the hardware layout or the antenna [11]. Genuine
APs benefit from an optimized combination of hardware and
firmware to comply with the specification – this fact enabled
the derivation of the TSF timer’s clock skew from a sample
of timestamps extracted from beacon frames, see [13, 1, 15,
16]. Since airbase-ng needs to emulate this functionality to
act as access point, we reviewed its source code to reveal if
and why a reduction in accuracy is to be expected. In fact,
airbase-ng , which is written in C, generates beacons within
a specific thread. After the beacon interval has expired, it
allocates a new packet by writing the required fields directly
into the memory. The timestamp is acquired by a gettimeof-
day() system call, which provides timing information in the
required microsecond resolution. This timestamp is gener-
ated first, then written into the packet byte by byte at the
end of the crafting process before the beacon’s delivery is
delegated to the driver. Therefore, when the packet is actu-
ally sent by the network interface, its timestamp is already
outdated compared to the specification and should exhibit
a significant delay. This deviation is to some extent unpre-
dictable as it depends, among other factors, on the system’s
processing delay.

5.1 Experimental Setup
To validate our analysis we performed the following ex-

periments. We used four standard laptops running different
distributions of Linux. Details, including the equipped Wi-
Fi hardware and the driver used are shown in Table 2.

We set up airbase-ng on all laptops as an attacker would
do to perform the evil twin attack. Then we sniffed beacon
frames from 30 different hardware access points as well as
from the four software APs using the Python library scapy9.
From each beacon frame we extracted the TSF timestamp

9http://www.secdev.org/projects/scapy/

OS Wi-Fi chipset Driver

Host A Ubuntu 12.04 Atheros5002X ath5k
Host B Ubuntu 10.10 Broadcom BCM4312 a/b/g b43
Host C Backtrack RC5 Intel Pro/Wireless 3945ABG iwl3945
Host D Ubuntu 12.10 Broadcom BCM4313 b/g/n b43

Table 2: Laptops used for our experiments

tTSF and the corresponding receiving time tREC to calculate
the offset o = tTSF − tREC . For n received beacons, we
obtain a trace T = {(tREC1 , o1), ..., (tRECn , on)}.
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Figure 1: TSF accuracy of airbase-ng APs compared
to Hardware APs

Figure 1 shows four exemplary traces from two hardware
APs and two airbase-ng APs. It clearly validates our as-
sumption on the lower TSF accuracy of the software-based
AP. While the traces derived from hardware APs form a
perfect straight line, those from airbase-ng exhibit a signif-
icantly higher scattering as well as a large number of out-
liers – rendering the two types clearly distinguishable. We
will now propose and evaluate a method to reliably detect
airbase-ng access points based on this observation.

5.2 Detection Method
To identify traces produced by airbase-ng , we propose to

use the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of an ordinary least
squares regression (LSR) fitted into the (x, y)-points of a
trace. Formally, let PT

LSR(x) = αx + β be the prediction
function obtained by ordinary least squares regression for a
trace T . Then, the RMSE of a trace with length |T | = n is
given by

RMSE(T ) =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(PT
LSR(xi)− yi)2

n
.

The RMSE represents the standard deviation of residuals
and, therefore, serves as intuitive metric of accuracy. Note
that α, the slope of PT

LSR, is an estimation of the subjective
clock skew of the access point’s TSF timer and the mea-
suring device’s system clock (see [15] for further details).
While such a skew could be used to fingerprint devices, here
we are more interested in identifying behavioral deviations
of software vs. hardware. Hence, the RMSE is the prefer-
able metric as it is independent of the slope of the prediction
function and thus, by design independent of the device per-
forming the measurement.
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Figure 2: Root-Mean-Square-Error of TSF accuracy
(logarithmic scale) for airbase-ng hosted by Host A
(orange), Host B (green), Host C (red), Host D
(blue) and for 30 hardware APs (grey area)

5.3 Evaluation
We gathered traces with a duration of one minute each

from the 30 different hardware APs with the four laptops.
Additionally, we set up each laptop at a time hosting airbase-
ng while the remaining three performed the measurement at
two different times, resulting in 6 traces per host. From all
these traces we calculated the respective RMSE for subse-
quences of varying lengths (simulating sniffs with a shorter
duration). The results are plotted in Figure 2, where the
RMSE is scaled logarithmically. The black line represents
the mean of all hardware APs, the grey lines the respective
minimum and maximum. Thus, the RMSE of all hardware
APs fall into the grey area. The colored lines show the values
obtained for airbase-ng . The overall result is unambiguous:
all software-based APs exhibit an RMSE that is larger by
several orders of magnitude than all hardware APs with val-
ues between 2.65− 26.45 (hardware) and 48.06− 3.44× 105

(software) for input data with µs-resolution. The error in-
tensity depends on the laptop hosting airbase-ng , the TSF
accuracy of Host D and Host B for example differs by a mag-
nitude of 103. Nevertheless, in our dataset even the ’worst’
hardware AP is still almost twice as accurate as the ’best’
software AP regarding this accuracy metric. The second im-
portant observation is that the metric stabilizes already for
sample sizes of less than 100 beacons. Recalling the fact that
beacon frames are typically sent every 100ms, the identifi-
cation of an AP operated by airbase-ng can be done within
a few seconds with our approach.

5.4 Discussion
Although the presented results reveal striking potential for

identifying evil twins operated by software, some limitations
of our evaluation should be noted. First, there is a need for
a large-scale evaluation. Therefore, we draw no final conclu-
sions and, concretely, do not extrapolate a threshold value
for the RMSE from our data that allows decisive distinction.
Second, we used four customary laptops for hosting the soft-
ware AP. It cannot be excluded that hardware exists, which
exhibits a higher precision, or that the sending process of
beacon frames cannot be improved to be less prone to system
delays. Additionally, it would be interesting to investigate
other mobile platforms hosting the access point, e.g., tablets

or even smartphones. Third, we limited our experiments to
one specific software tool, i.e., airbase-ng . Still, we argue
that this choice is reasonable since the aircrack-ng suite al-
lows a straightforward and reliable setup of evil twins. Due
to this fact, several other tools use airbase-ng as basis. In
future work we plan to extend our analysis to other software
tools that could be used to mount evil twin attacks, e.g., the
hostapd daemon or mobile AP functionality built in operat-
ing systems such as Android or iOS. We expect our results
to be transferable to all types of software that emulate the
high precision construction and sending process of beacon
frames.

6. CONCLUSION
The evil twin attack poses a severe security risk for the

usage of IEEE 802.11 hotspots. Therefore, there is a great
need to equip users with additional tools and methods for
the verification of the APs they connect to, in order to make
sure that these are authentic and not traps operated by an
attacker. In this paper we have proposed a taxonomy for
classification of protection mechanisms against this threat
and applied it to existing works in the domain.

As we have shown, our taxonomy enables a comprehen-
sive classification of related work in the context of evil twin
attacks. Using it, we were able to show relevant differences
even of approaches that look very similar at first glance.
Therefore, our analysis allows for the first time a thorough
comparison of state-of-the-art work. From our findings we
are able to draw the following conclusions: although some-
times claimed, no method is able to protect against the
evil twin attack for arbitrary clients. The method with
the highest accuracy, radio frequency fingerprinting, fails
regarding practical applicability (since specialized hardware
is required). Protocol modifications, although able to pro-
vide sufficient protection, are undesirable in general, as they
rely on extensive modifications to deployed systems. Sev-
eral methods offer remarkable detection rates for evil twin
attacks. Nevertheless, in the entire context that we have dis-
closed in this paper, we have seen that these methods only
solve a partial problem, i.e., they only protect against one
specific attack scenario (e.g., when the attacker routes pack-
ets through the legitimate AP) – and not against the attack
as a whole. Much research has been conducted in the field
of clock skew based fingerprinting. Recently this field has
made significant advances in terms of the achieved accuracy.
These methods have potential but have so far been mostly
evaluated only in laboratory settings. Hence, the evaluation
of their practicability is still an open task.

Finally, we revealed that no method proposed so far ex-
plicitly exploits evil twin APs operated by software – al-
though this is the most common attack scenario. We an-
alyzed the popular airbase-ng software which is embedded
as component in several tools that could be used for this
malicious purpose. As we have shown, such software that
emulates hardware behavior exhibits a significant timing in-
accuracy and, therefore, leaks information that can be used
for detection. We proposed a method to reliably identify
whether an 802.11 AP is operated by specialized software.
As our evaluation has shown, with this method we were able
to detect APs operated by airbase-ng correctly in all exam-
ined cases. Moreover, the observations necessary for this
judgement can be gathered by an arbitrary client within
seconds.
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